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India is expected to emerge as
one of the leading economies in
the world over the next decade
in the light of a positive political
and economic scenario. The Micro,
Small & Medium Enterprises

Fintech’s in the digital
value chain
Fintech can play a pivotal role in
enabling the spread of finance to
each level of economy and thereby
transforming the way business is

Over the last three years, fintech
in India has seen rapid growth,
and is expected to grow further.
The ecosystem for fintech in India
has also received a boost through
government and regulatory
initiatives, and startups in the

(MSME) segment is expected

done and accelerate the economic

to play a significant role in the

growth.

emergence of the Indian economy.

Taking a cue from China, where

The development of this segment

innovative and competitive

in less than half a decade,

products.

is extremely critical to meet the

Chinese citizens have embraced

national imperatives of financial

digital payments much more

inclusion and generation of
significant levels of employment
across urban and rural areas.

enthusiastically than their
counterparts in West. Fintech
companies are helping to spread
the fruits of the nation’s economic

With the implementation of the

boom beyond its coastal fringes and

Goods and Services Tax (GST)

big cities – a key policy objective

and the continued policy push

of Central government and core

on increasing the taxpayer base

to meetings its goals of financial

through ‘formalisation’ of the
economy, it will be interesting to
follow the journey in the coming
years and witness that the sector is

inclusion. In doing so, China has
leapfrogged the developed world,
aided by light hand regulation,
ready access to capital and
crucially, a consumer base that

segment have leveraged the
new opportunities and launched

Fintechs have created innovative
solutions in financial inclusion
space such as e-wallets, alternate
capital sources as well as in the
loan value chain. Innovative fintech
solutions are found across loan
origination, loan management and
loan collection.
Fintech solutions based on cloud,
alternate scoring models, big data
and blockchain, can drastically
change the way banks function by
introducing agility, a connected
operating model and reduced cost

is more receptive to the digital

structure.

transition than any other nation

Mynd has set up M1xchange, for

which would have far-reaching

in the world. Fintech sector in

financing the receivables of MSME

benefits in a nation with a large

China has surpassed US as number

sector and there by reducing

young population and low rate of

one destination for VC capital

the business risk of MSME for

job creation in the formal economy

investment.

the collection of receivables.

able to finally resolve the paradoxes
and reward entrepreneurship,
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This addresses the concerns of

criteria, thereby enhancing the

with the existing ways of doing

a current factoring/receivable

compliance for the banks.

business.

Further digital process has

The Indian regulators have

enabled reach to every city and

issued new/revised regulations/

town of India. The government

guidelines to keep up with the

support to direct all PSU’s to

changing mode of business such

register on M1xchange (TReDS)

as: The RBI has allowed banks

for enabling the financing of

to trade in PSL certificates. This

their MSME suppliers, is first

was proposed to allow a more

of its kind initiative. This will

efficient implementation of the PSL

solve the challenge of collection

mandate. The merit of this was also

of receivables from government

to allow the most efficient lender to

companies.

provide access to the poor, while

receivables for MSME and lowers

Blockchain for lending

finding a way for banks to fulfill

down the time spent in verification

Blockchain shared public ledger

processes and ledger audits.

has brought transparency to all

finance ecosystem. Being an open
architecture for on-boarding of the
buyer and seller on a transparent
platform, the stakeholders can
transparently see the bill details, the
validated acceptance, the bill value
and its due date. Also, the financier
can safely assume the repayment
of the bill discounted will directly
come to him from the buyer in
full without any dilution. This
enhances the process of getting the

The main purpose of M1xchange is
to facilitate smooth flow of liquidity
in the system and make available
the finance at a competitive rate.
As soon as the bills are raised by
the MSMEs and approved by large
corporates on TReDS platform,
banks or financiers can bid for
them based on the risk rating of
large corporates. MSMEs will
receive their dues from the banks
or financiers without waiting for
the credit period agreed with large
corporates. The shortening of
payment cycle and the smooth flow

the stakeholders involved. The bill
discounting process cycle has been
reduced from four days to almost
real-time. The Indian banks aim
to enhance the digital experience
of its corporate clients, partners
and developers who collaborate
with them on an API banking
platform 07, which is an integrated
blockchain solution by leveraging
cloud based cognitive services.
M1xchange along with MonetaGo
have launched a blockchain
network in India to prevent
financial fraud and double

of liquidity through the platform

invoicing problems.

will ensure that MSMEs do not lose

Changing regulatory and
policy reforms

out on business opportunities due
to shortage of funds. The cost of

their PSL norms at a lower cost.
The RBI has also allowed the
setting up of small finance banks
which will provide loans on small
scale and work towards financial
inclusion. With respect to the
lending business, the RBI has
allowed peer-to-peer lending for
small value loans in phase 1. As a
matter of ease of doing business,
there are various procedural
changes made to the Companies
Act, 2013 by the MCA. The
latest one includes no separate
registration for Permanent Account
Number (PAN) and Tax Deduction
and Collection Account Number
(TAN) and companies need to
make a consolidated application
while incorporating/ registering
themselves with the MCA.

In a wave of technology driven

The government has started

reform, the government and Indian

acknowledging that the MSME

regulators such as Ministry of

sector faces immense hurdles

Corporate Affairs (MCA), Securities

during their initial days when it

Banks will also benefit through the

and Exchange Board of India

comes to credit, access to top-notch

platform as cost of acquisition and

(SEBI), the Reserve Bank of India

technology and meeting regulatory

servicing the business will reduce

(RBI), etc. have from time to time,

compliance. To further boost their

substantially. Further the MSME

carried out amendments in various

ease of doing business in this

funding on platform will qualify

enactments/regulations to enable a

front, the government has set aside

for Priority Sector Lending (PSL)

smooth combination of technology

INR100 crore fund to help small

funds will be reduced for MSME’s
as banks will be bidding on the
basis of risk rating of a corporate.
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and medium scale enterprises by

Government has also notified

major bottleneck faced by MSMEs.

setting up help desks, awareness

the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code, 2016 (the Code). This Code
provides a market determined,
time-bound mechanism for orderly
resolution of insolvency, wherever
possible, and ease of exit, wherever
required. Timely implementation
of government policies is another

The Indian government has taken

camps and relevant infrastructure
which MSMEs can utilise to solve
their technology problems related
to compliance. The programme is
also expected to spread awareness
about updated accounting and
taxation norms among firms. The

concrete steps on this front by
launching the ’MSME ESiksha
Portal’ a real-time monitoring
system for follow-up actions on
pending decisions relating to
policies and governance. n
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